
repeatedly refers to the Philippians as his siblings (1:12, 14; 2:25; 3:1, 13, 17; 4:1, 
8, 21), and he speaks of their relationship as a partnership (1:5). He emphasizes 
that as faithful followers of Christ, they have had common experiences (1:29–30), 
and as fellow citizens of heaven, they share a common hope and destiny (3:20). 
Indeed, he seems to feel that they are “with him” in his imprisonment (1:7), 
sharing now in his distress (4:14) as they have shared (and continue to share) in 
his joy. They are one another’s cause for joy (2:17–18; 4:1). Still, Paul says that 
his joy will be complete only when they come to experience the same level of 
accord with one another that they have experienced up to now with him (2:2).

Conclusion

Philippians is studied by scholars as a theological resource that deals with 
complex topics such as incarnational Christology and the meaning of suffer-
ing, and it is expounded by preachers as a motivational tract that encourages 
humility and harmony. Still, it is perhaps valued most highly at a popular level 
as an inspirational example of Christian optimism. Many individual verses 
stand out as favorites in the canons of Christian piety.

• Early in this letter, Paul promises the Philippians, “The one who began 
a good work among you will bring it to completion by the day of Jesus 
Christ” (1:6).

• Then at the close he asserts, “My God will fully satisfy every need of 
yours according to his riches in glory in Christ Jesus” (4:19).

• Along the way he confesses his own confidence: “I can do all things through 
him who strengthens me” (4:13).

• And he assures the Philippians, “The peace of God, which surpasses all 
understanding, will keep your hearts and minds in Christ Jesus” (4:7).

Box 18.7

Euodia and Syntyche
Near the close of his letter to the Philippians, Paul urges two women, Euodia and Syntyche, to 

“be of the same mind in the Lord,” and he appeals to someone else in the church (his “loyal 

companion”) to help them (4:2–3). The women are coworkers of Paul, and apparently they have 

had a falling out. This could be a personal matter—a spat that requires an impartial mediator 

to help facilitate conflict resolution. Or, since the women appear to be prominent in the church 

(4:3), they could be leaders of major factions with different ideas on congregational policies 

and programs. Their inability to see eye to eye could pose a threat to the unity of the church as 

a whole. Some interpreters think that the rift between Euodia and Syntyche might be a primary 

reason for Paul’s attention to the themes of unity and humility throughout the letter. Although he 

does not address the two women by name until the end, other verses perhaps are quietly ad-

dressed to them and to their followers as well (see 1:27; 2:1–5, 14–15; 3:15–16).

Christology: a 
branch of theology 
that focuses on the 
person and work of 
Jesus Christ, under-
stood as an eternal 
divine figure.
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